


daylight™ lighting significantly
increases contrast and helps to
make reading easier

1

daylight™ lighting ensures you
see colours accurately, anytime of
the day or night which is essential
for best colour matching

2

daylight™ lighting enables you to
see intricate details and finest
designs with ease

3

daylight™ lamps are specifically
designed for individual needs;
reading, crafting, painting or
industrial inspection work

4

Some daylight™ products have
been developed in conjunction with
Royal National Institute of Blind
People. For further information and
support about sight loss visit RNIB
website www.rnib.org.uk
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daylight™ full spectrum light
technology is kind to your eyes,
reducing glare, which helps reduce
eye strain, headaches and red-eye

6

daylight™ bulbs/tubes are
environmentally friendly as they
use 80% less energy and last 10x
longer, reducing your electricity bill
and doing your bit for the planet

7

daylight™ bulb/tubes are low heat
technology for ultimate comfort
and safety, even if you touch the
shade or tube of this lamp by
accident, you will be safe

8

daylight™ lamps have been
designed to combine form 
with practical function

9

-+

daylight™
simulation

magnification focus light
where needed



Artikelcode Omschrijving 

DLE31375 32w Clip-on Studio Lamp + Stand 

Artist Studio Lamp + Stand (32W)

Easel Lamp

The Artist Studio Lamp provides a high quality large stylish 

only is this lamp extremely powerful (32W energy saving 
bulb 130W equiv.) but also spreads the light across a wide 
area which is ideal for large paintings. The natural bright 
white daylight™ technology also reduces eye strain and 
glare for healthy vision and allows true colour correcting for 
colour matching when painting or looking at photographs.

32w Clip-on Studio Lamp

(31375) product. Not only is this lamp extremely powerful (32W energy saving bulb 130W equiv.) 
but also spreads the light across a wide area which is ideal for large paintings. The natural bright 
white daylight™ technology also reduces eye strain and glare for healthy vision and allows true 
colour correcting for colour matching, ideal when painting or looking at photographs.

Professional Artist Lamp II
This is beautifully designed powerful artist lamp which is chic and modern. It is supplied with two

lamp to be used with a table easel, on a draughting table or work bench in a matter of seconds!
The 24W low heat daylight™ tube is now longer and provides an even wide spread of perfect 
white light (equivalent to 125W). Have total control over your creativity with the right light exactly 

allows the lamp head to swivel completely to a different area, maximising light coverage up to an 
A1 size area.

Designed for artists who require perfect Daylight™ light whilst working on small 
to medium size paintings. Our unique new Clamp-lock system™ keeps this lamp 

circumstances for optimal colour rendering, similar to north-facing studios, but 
now day and night. This comfortable light also eases eye strain, helps to see 
details and is useful for people with failing eyesight. This lamp comes with an 
extra long 3m/10’ cable.

DLE31375

DLE31475

DLE31075

DLE33900

Artikelcode Omschrijving 

DLE33900 24w Easel Lamp 

Artikelcode Omschrijving 

DLE31075 Easel Lamp, Aluminium/Black 

DLE15200 Spare bulb 20 Watt 

Artikelcode Omschrijving 

DLE31475 32w Clip-on Studio Lamp (Al/Blk) 

DLE15320 Spare bulb 32 Watt 



Artikelcode Omschrijving 

DLE32500 Triple Fluorescent Lamp 

Artikelcode Omschrijving 

DLE35127 Ultra Bright Slimline LED Table Lamp 

Ultra Bright LED Slimline Table Lamp

super high-quality slim brushed chrome  design and powerful 5,400 Lux bright light at 
15cm.  This lamp uses only 9W of energy but provides an incandescent  bulb equivalent 
of 200W of light. It provides 90cm/35” long arm reach and even wide coverage of  light 
which is ideal for large work surfaces. The daylight™  technology also reduces eye strain 
and glare for healthy vision  and allows
true colour correcting for colour 
matching when  painting or looking at 
photographs.

Triple Bright Lamp
This is one of the brightest daylight™ lamps. If you need maximum light, look no further. 
With 250W of pure white natural daylight, this is a professional high power workstation 
lamp, lighting up wide areas on your desk, work station, drawing board or large painting. 
The lamp has 3 x 14W energy saving daylight™ tubes offering an incredible 42W pool 
of light. The 60cm large shade can be smoothly adjusted vertically, horizontally and 
laterally to any desired position. With this great light you will be amazed how much better 

by printers to check printwork and books and by jewellers to inspect precious stones and 
gems. The low heat full spectrum daylight™ 
light with 6,500°K improves contrast, reduces 
glare and is the best lighting available for 
colour rendering. This is maybe the best 
working light you will ever use!

 DLE35127

DLE32500
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DLE35107 LED Slimline Table Lamp 

DLD52107 Slimeline Table Base, Brushed chrom 

LED Slimline Table Lamp

or beauty salon with its super high-quality slim brushed chrome 
design and powerful 4,300 Lux bright light at 15cm from 80 ultra 
bright daylight™ LEDs. This lamp uses only 5W of energy but 
provides an incandescent bulb equivalent of 155W of light.
It provides 90cm/35” long arm reach and even wide coverage of 
light which is ideal for large work surfaces. The daylight™ 
technology also reduces eye strain 
and glare for healthy vision and 
allows true colour correcting for 
colour matching when  painting or 
looking at photographs.

DLE35107

DLD52107
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DLE45000 Foldi LED-Lamp  white 

DLE45001 Foldi LED-Lamp  black 

Artikelcode Omschrijving 

DLE38017 Freedom Battery Lamp, Satin silver 

Freedom Battery Lamp

Twist portable lamp

Foldi LED lamp

Battery or mains operated, you choose! Use the lamp 
anytime anywhere for up to 3.5hrs. Work in optimal 
comfort with 13W  (75W equiv.) daylight™ light. The 
slick design of this fantastic  lamp integrates a strong 
handle for easy transport. And with the  Daylight power 
technology™, it even charges when used on the 
mains…clever isn’t it?

Daylight’s™ popular portable lamp now comes with an ingenious Easy-Twist™ shade for maximum light  angle & maximum work 
space! The ‘Easy Twist’ shade has been designed by daylight™ to give you the  ultimate spread of light across the whole of your 
work area. This means you can achieve the best colour  matching ever with the sensational light delivered by daylight™’s 13W 
energy saving tube. The lamp  itself is lightweight and designed to fold neatly away, making it very easy to transport. Now for the 
technical bit - this top lamp boasts even more practical features, all designed to make sure you craft in  comfort.

The portable LED Foldi Lamp features 30 bright daylight 
LEDs to give you comfortable full-spectrum natural daylight 
which is kind to your eyes, reducing glare which helps reduce 
eye strain, headaches and red-eye. The daylight light from 

reading much easier.

The Foldi will give up to 8 hours of bright white light on 
batteries and unlimited power using the USB connection to 
your laptop, making it the ideal travel companion. With its 
slim design and smooth lines, the LED Foldi Lamp truly is the 

DLE33700

DLE38017

DLE33707

Nieuw2015
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DLE33700 Twist Portable Lamp, White/Grey 

DLE33707 Twist Portable Lamp, Silver/Black 
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DLE22030-01 Slimline Magnifying Lamp, White 

DLE52060 Premium Table Base 

Artikelcode Omschrijving 

DLE52060 Premium Table Base 

LED UltraSlim Magnifying Lamp XR

Slimline Magnifying Lamp

for durability. The 60 ultra-bright daylight™ LEDs provide white natural daylight for true colour correcting. The FreeMotion™ 
mechanism allows the user to easily and accurately move the lamp to the required position.

(100w equiv.) combines with the slimline head and adjustable internal spring arm. Two easily changeable 13cm/5” glass lenses 
(1.75X and 2.25X) ensure you see intricate details clearly. Supplied with table clamp.
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DLE35040 Daylight Wafer Lightbox A4 

DLE35030 Daylight Wafer Lightbox A3 

Wafer I Lightbox A4
Wafer II Lightbox A3
The Wafer is only 0.8cm (3/8”) thick. It has dimmable LEDs and provides 
an even spread of light from edge to edge. Powered by an AC adapter 
it is also very low heat. It has a built in ruler and is ideal for calligraphy, 
stencilling, scrap-booking, embossing, quilting, embroidery, sewing
and much more.

Nieuw
2015

A4

A3


